
19. I’d feel guilty when I’m anxiety-free !
This is a resistance that sometimes comes up when people believe that it’s not fair if they 
become socially confident and others close to them don’t enjoy it.  
 
It’s an attitude of “I’ll keep suffering cause I’d feel bad for you if I felt good about myself.”  !
“I’ll stay unhappy and play it small to not upset you”  !
While this is of course positively intended, as all our behavior is (even though it’s difficult to 
understand at times), it’s a detrimental attitude to have. And not helpful to the other people 
involved.  !
What if you could change and they’re inspired by you?  
 
When guilt is a problem for you in general, the biggest changes in this area likely come when you 
have dealt with your feelings of guilt first (you’ll automatically do so as you move through the 
steps of the system), but nonetheless I recommend already doing the thought sequence and 
tapping to start loosening up your perspective around this resistance.  !
The following thought sequence may be helpful for you. I start out where you may be currently 
at with your thinking, and I help guide your thoughts to a more realistic, positive statement 
regarding change:  

!
I’d feel guilty if I were free of my social anxiety !
It’s not fair for others if I am socially confident -especially not for X person- !
I better stay socially anxious !
I don’t want to upset them !
It would not be fair to -X- !
I’d feel so guilty !
It’s best I stay where I’m at !
I really don’t deserve to be socially confident !
That would make me better than them !
I don’t want to be better than them !
I’m sure it would upset them !
Well, I don’t know 100% !
I think they probably will be upset by it !
But it may just get them curious when I make a significant change 



!
It might just inspire them !
I may even be able to help them out !
So we can all feel better and enjoy confidence !
But I don’t deserve confidence !
Well maybe I do !
Maybe everyone does !
Maybe confidence only seems like a big deal to me because I haven’t had it for a long time !
Or ever… !
But maybe it’s my natural state of mind !
Even though it doesn’t feel like that !
Maybe I can work myself to confidence and it will feel normal !
Maybe I’ll just feel better and I’ll be happier and more relaxed !
Maybe that won’t be such a threat to them !
It might just inspire others !
And maybe that’s something I can feel proud of, rather than guilty !
I choose to feel proud of moving forward, rather than guilty !
I choose to do what’s best for me cause I’m tired of the lack of freedom, tormenting thoughts, 
and fears all the time 
I choose to free myself and hope it will inspire them !
It’s better to get out of the misery and try to inspire than all stay stuck in the misery !
I choose to lead by example in a SAFE way  
 
I choose to feel proud about becoming anxiety free 


